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Abstract: Speaking is complex skill that express the ideas, opinions,
desires, our feelings freely, structured and spontaneously that aim give
or get information and knowledge from other people. The speaking
process base on experiences that can be obtained through discussion,
reading, observation, and listening. All the students want to speak
English fluently; therefore students must learn to boost their speaking
skills. Talking about speaking boosting, the boosting is divided into
several aspects ranging from boosting pronunciation, comprehension,
grammar, and vocabulary. It can be used as a measurement our
speaking is good or not. Almost all students have method to boosting
English speaking skill namely online game. The students was familiar
with gadgets rarely have online games, not only one but more online
games on one gadget. This researcher have research the student of
English department in academic year 2017-2020 with using interview
method. The result of the study is can boost speaking skill but not
effective to be Media learning in English program students Madura
University.
Keywords: Boosting, Speaking, Online Game Mobile Legends, English
program students
Abstrak:
Berbicara
adalah
keterampilan
kompleks
yang
mengungkapkan gagasan, pendapat, keinginan, perasaan kita secara
bebas, terstruktur dan spontan yang bertujuan memberi atau
mendapatkan informasi dan pengetahuan dari orang lain. Proses
berbicara didasarkan pada pengalaman yang dapat diperoleh melalui
diskusi, membaca, observasi, dan mendengarkan. Semua siswa ingin
berbicara bahasa Inggris dengan lancar; oleh karena itu siswa harus
belajar untuk meningkatkan keterampilan berbicara mereka. Berbicara
tentang peningkatan berbicara, peningkatan dibagi menjadi beberapa
aspek mulai dari peningkatan pengucapan, pemahaman, tata bahasa, dan
kosa kata. Hal ini dapat digunakan sebagai ukuran baik atau tidaknya
berbicara kita. Hampir semua siswa memiliki metode untuk
meningkatkan keterampilan berbicara bahasa Inggris yaitu game online.
Siswa yang akrab dengan gadget jarang memiliki game online, tidak
hanya satu game online tetapi lebih pada satu gadget. Peneliti ini
melakukan penelitian terhadap mahasiswa jurusan Bahasa Inggris tahun
ajaran 2017-2020 dengan menggunakan metode wawancara. Hasil
penelitian dapat meningkatkan keterampilan berbicara tetapi tidak
efektif menjadi media pembelajaran pada mahasiswa program studi
Bahasa Inggris Universitas Madura.
Kata kunci: Meningkatkan, Berbicara, Game Online Mobile Legends,
mahasiswa program bahasa Inggris
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INTRODUCTION
Speaking is complex skill that
express the ideas, opinions, desires,
our feelings freely, structured and
spontaneously that aim give or get
information and knowledge from other
people. The speaking process base on
experiences that can be obtained
through
discussion,
reading,
observation, and listening.
In everyday life, people need
more time to communicate. The most
dominating form of communication in
social life is oral communication.
People need communication with
others in providing information,
getting
information,
or
even
entertaining. In addition, the ability to
communicate is very important for a
person to express opinions to others.
Therefore, speaking is the second skill
and has an important role in
communication. Speaking is a part of
daily life that everyone should develop
in subtle and detailed language cause
speaking is a complex skill at least it is
concerned with components of
grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation,
fluency
and
comprehension.
Furthermore, the main purpose of
talking is to communicate. In order to
be able to information effectively, it is
best to speak properly to understand
the content of the conversation
properly and can also the effect of
communication on the listener. So
speaking is not just what he talked
about, but how to put it forward.
All the students want to speak
English fluently; therefore students
must learn to boost their speaking
skills. Talking about speaking
boosting, the boosting is divided into
several aspects ranging from boosting
pronunciation,
comprehension,
grammar, and vocabulary. It can be

used as a measurement our speaking is
good or not. Almost all students have
method to boosting English speaking
skill namely Online game. The
students was familiar with gadgets
rarely have online games, not only one
but more online games on one gadget.
In this era almost all generation
Z children familiar with gadgets rarely
have online games not only one but
more online games on their gadget.
Online games are more called a
technology than a genre of game type
or can be called a mechanism whose
function is to connect players together
compared to a certain pattern in
games. Along with the times and
technology using English as the
language of instruction, online games
are starting to appear with many
variations that are increasingly smart
and fun on Android for gamers to play
as what is currently booming are
Mobile Legends, Free Fire, Player
unknown Battle ground (PUBG),
Arena Of Valor (AOV). Playing this
game all the time has become
addictive for millennial generation
children. Currently, the use of English
is not only used as a connecting for
communication between countries, but
has also begun to spread to various
other fields, for example the mass
media. In this modern era, there have
been many mass media that use
English in publishing news and other
unique things. For this reason, as a
nation that wants to advance, we must
also be able to speak English so that if
one day is needed, we will easily
understand what the world wants to
say.
Playing this game all the time
has become addictive for millennial
generation student such as student
Madura University.
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Madura University is located on
street Panglegur KM 3.5, Pamekasan.
Madura University has thousands of
students who really like online games.
Online games that are very booming in
Madura University are mobile legend,
Free Fire, and PUBG. The game is
booming among UNIRA students
including English program students.
For this reason, as a nation that
wants to advance, we must also be
able to speak English so that if one day
is needed, we will easily understand
what the world wants to say. Based on
the background stated above. The
research problems of the research are
as follows:
a. How do online games (Mobile
legends)
boosting
students'
English speaking skills at Madura
university?
b. How does effective game online
(Mobile legends) boosting the
speaking skill at students’ Madura
University?
The aims of this study are:
1. To be knowledgeable about online
game Mobile Legends can boost
skill to speak English to English
students of Madura University.
2. To be knowledgeable about the
effectiveness of mobile legends
online games as a medium to
boosting students' English speaking
skills in using games Mobile
Legends.
Benefit of research:
a. Theoretically
The author can apply the science
and knowledge that can be during
the lecture through this research as
well as enrich the author's insights
and the results of this research is
expected to contribute thought in
the
development
of
communication science, especially

in improving students' English
speaking ability through online
games.
b. Practically
The results of this study are
expected to provide benefits,
among others:
1. For the teacher, it is expected
that through this research can
contribute positively as an
effective
learning
strategy
effort.
2. For other researchers, expected
to use the results of this study
as enrichment and comparison
on improving the ability to
speak.
3. For Author, expected to
motivate yourself to further
study
the
comprehensive
knowledge about improving the
ability to speak English.
Limitation Of study, in this
study I’ll focus on researching the
students English program at
Madura University that playing
Mobile legends.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This part shows that the
researcher has been in the next
steps beginning to see what happen
in the field or doing research
observation. The researcher will
collect, analyze, and interpretation
the data. Research setting the
researcher investigates at Madura
University. The research conducted
in the Program English department
Madura University after getting on
agreement from the English teacher
and the dean of teacher training and
education faculty. The reason the
researcher choose Program English
department Madura University to
research, because the researcher
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know students Program English
department Madura University
ability, so the researcher want to
know the effectiveness of Online
games to boosting speaking
students
Program
English
department Madura University .In
the data of collection research, the
researcher was collecting data from
students
Program
English
department Madura University in
their English class. Arikunto argues
that in a study needed data. In
collecting data, techniques are
needed; both techniques in
providing data, as well as
techniques in classifying collected
data (Rohma et al., 2020). There
are several steps to collect data:

a) Observation
Observation
is
the
activity of a process or object
with the intention of feeling and
then
understanding
the
knowledge of a phenomenon
based on knowledge and ideas
that have been previously
known,
to
obtain
the
information needed to continue
a study. The researchers do
observation to students about
their difficulties in English skill.

b) Interview
According to Sugiyono
(2011 : 138) Interview can be
conducted in a structured or
unstructured manner. This
research the researcher use
structured
interview.
Structured interviews are used
as data collection
Techniques
if
researchers already know for

certain what information will
be obtained. Therefore in
conducting
interview,
researchers have prepared
research instruments in the
form of written questions. The
researcher with the students
Program English department
Madura University
The researcher also
interview
with
students
Program English department
Madura University. The first
researcher
asks
to
effectiveness online games to
boosting. The researcher has
designed some questions for
English teacher and students
intended to get some data
about effectiveness students
Program English department
Madura University.

c) Documentation
Documentation is very
important in every research
that conducted by every
researcher. The researcher
used photo, video and audio
recorder
while
doing
interviews
with
the
participants.
Data Analysis Technique
Data analysis is a
process of analyzing the data
that will collected, then
organizing them into the
category and the unit of basic
analysis. In analyzing, will take
some steps as follow:
1. Data reduction
In classifying the data
collected, the researcher will
classify the based on the
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problem whether they will
collected through observation,
interview and documentation.
All data which are obtained
from students are classified
based on the category problem.
Research reduced the unneeded
data which collect n the research
field.
2. Analyzing
The writer make an
analyze on the data obtain from
research observation, interview
and
documentation
before
drawing conclusion. The data
will analyze based on its

category to make conclusion
easily.
3. Drawing conclusion
The researchers make
a conclusion while being in the
research field after the data
collected. Conclusion is made
from analyzing based on
phenomenon when the research
conducted and the evidences
of the data collected. Drawing
conclusion is made to enable
the
researcher to know
effectiveness game online to
boosting speaking skill.

Research stages

Display data
In this chapter, the
researcher will describe the
results of their research on
boosting speaking skill through
game online Mobile legends
which has been conducted on
the informants of University
English students Madura.
The research, which
took place from September
2020 till June 2021, was
conducted on nine informants
who actively use the online
game Mobile Legend which
became students at Madura

University Class 2017-2020.
Some the informant was chosen
because it was considered to
have the criteria desired by
researchers namely have used
Mobile legends for years.
Observation on 14 May
2021 the first time researchers
did was by visited three key
informants namely Ahmad
Huda, Rifki Firmansyah, Malul
Hidayat. Researchers contacted
key informants who happen to
know each other. When
contacting a key informant,
researchers have no difficulty in
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requesting informant key to
meet and ask the informant to
provide Information about
subsequent informants using the
game Mobile Legends online.
At the same time researchers
ask for permission first whether
the key informant is willing to
be questioned about boosting
speaking skill through game
Online mobile legends.
On May 15-18, 2021,
researchers began contacting the
next informant to be examined.
When first contacted to the nine
informants willing to provide
information about boosting
speaking through game online
Mobile legends in Madura
University
Data provided by key
informants on informants next
are those closest to key
informants who are also users
of the game Mobile Legends
online. However, subsequent
NO

informants provided by a key
informant is a student majoring
in English Madura university
who resides in a different
district. At the time the
researcher wishes to perform
research, Madura university
students are conducting online
learning due to Corona virus
disease
(COVID
19).Researchers who plan to do
research on the campus of
Madura University is conducted
interviews and documentation
through video call Whatsapp
application .Research Finding,
The researcher will explain the
results of the study obtained
accompanied by discussions
based on research problems,
namely to learn how mobile
legend games can boosting
English speaking skill from
informants who actively use
Online game Mobile Legend.
The informants include;

NAME

CLASS

ADDRESS

Riski Arisandi

2017

Pamekasan

Ahmad Huda Nuril I

2017

Sumenep

Emilia Widiyanti

2017

Sampang

Talulah luna D.

2017

Malang

Malul Hidayat

2020

Sampang

Rifki Firmansyah

2019

Pamekasan

Adinda

2019

Pamekasan

Ainur Rofiq

2020

Pamekasan

Nurul Ayni

2020

Pamekasan

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Result interview boosting speaking:
1. Riski's arisandi he is a mobile
legends game user who plays when
having free time using mobile
legends online game for two years.
He got less more 50 vocabularies in
online game Mobile legends that
can boosted his speaking skill but at
conditionally.
2. Ahmad Huda second informant, he
is a mobile legends game user who
plays when having free time using
mobile legends online game for
since 2016.. Huda said have get
more 50 vocabularies in game
mobile legend that can make
automatically boosting his speaking
skill.
3. Emilia widiyanti third informant
she is a mobile legends game user
who plays when having free time
using mobile legends online game
for two years. When she is bored or
there is no activity she always plays
this online game. She got less 50
vocabularies when she played
online game mobile legend and she
just play the game not boosting her
speaking skill.
4. Luna Devanty fourth informant she
is a mobile legends game user who
plays when having free time using
mobile legends online game for two
years.She got many vocab cause ibn
online game Mobile legends using
English and not enough to boosting
her speaking skill cause a
vocabularies repeated.
5. Adinda salsabila fifth informant she
is a mobile legends game user who
plays when having free time using
mobile legends online game for
three years. She got very much
vocabularies in online game Mobile
legend game cause really use the

6.

7.

8.

9.

English language feature so that she
can boosting her skills in speaking
English
Rifki Firmansyah sixth informant
He is a mobile legends game user
who He plays every day and using
mobile legends online game for
three half years. Rifki stated that
More less 50 vocabulary had gotten
from online game mobile legends,
he think from mobile legend online
game can boosting his English
speaking
because
there
are
conversation that use in mobile
legend online game, so that from
this i can get new vocabulary to
improve his English speaking..
Malul seventh informant He is a
mobile legends game user who He
plays every day and using mobile
legends online game for four half
years. He said Not much
vocabulary that he got cause in the
game is very minimal, and online
game mobile legend can boosting
speaking skill because he learned to
speak by listening to music often.
Nurul Ayni eighth informant she is
a mobile legends game user who
play when free time and using
mobile legends online game for one
half years. she said got less more 50
vocabularies in online game Mobile
legends can boosted her speaking
because by playing online games
such as mobile legend we can
expand the vocabulary in English
and she can learn English even
though only a variety of words in
the game.
Ainur Rofiq ninth informants He is
a mobile legends game user who He
plays every day and using mobile
legends online game for one year.
He said got about 50 Vocabulary in
mobile legend and can boosting his
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speaking English skill because in
the mobile legend game can use
English and he use English in my
mobile legend and in the game
when he play can use English so he
can boosting his English skill.
Result Interview effectiveness game
online Mobile legends
1. Riski's first informant Arisandi he
is a mobile legends game user who
plays when having free time using
mobile legends online game for two
years. He said not effective cause
vocabularies in online game Mobile
legend just only focus at game not
to general.
2. Ahmad Huda second informant, he
is a mobile legends game user who
plays when having free time using
mobile legends online game for
since 2016.. Huda said ineffectively
cause his assumption just not for all
circle.
3. Emilia Widiyanti third informant
she is a mobile legends game user
who plays when having free time
using mobile legends online game
for two years. Her said online game
Mobile legend not effective to be
media
learning
to boosting
speaking skill cause just game.
4. Luna Devanty fourth informant she
is a mobile legends game user who
plays when having free time using
mobile legends online game for two
years. Her assumption ineffective
online game mobile legend not
effective to boosting speaking skill
cause the vocabularies not much
but good for help us to know
English by fun way.
5. Adinda salsabila fifth informant she
is a mobile legends game user who
plays when having free time using
mobile legends online game for

6.

7.

8.

9.

three years. She did not think
online game Mobile legends not
effective to boosting speaking skill
because by playing Mobile Legend
he only focus on playing skills and
agility in our hands. so that it is less
effective
does
not
improve
speaking skills
Rifki Firmansyah sixth informant
He is a mobile legends game user
who He plays every day and using
mobile legends online game for
three half years. Rifki stated that
mobile legend online game
effective to boosting his speaking
skill if i more focus to conversation
in game but in other hand if more
focus to the game so, i can't hear
the conversation in game well
Malul seventh informant He is a
mobile legends game user who He
plays every day and using mobile
legends online game for four half
years. His opinion the game is not
effective as a learning medium
because the vocabulary in the game
is very minimal and his prefer to
learn used a dictionary to be media.
Nurul Ayni eighth informant She is
a mobile legends game user who
play when free time and using
mobile legends online game for one
half years. she said online game
Mobile legend effective to boosting
speaking skill because by playing
games such as mobile legend she
can learn some words that ad in the
game, and also she can get outside
friends who can boosting her
English learning by communicating
or chatting.
Ainur Rofiq ninth informant He is a
mobile legends game user who He
plays every day and using mobile
legends online game for one year.
He said online game effective
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boosting his speaking English skill
because in the mobile legend game
can use English and he use English
in his mobile legend and in the
game when he play can use English
so he can boosting his English skill.

NO

1

INFORMANT

DURING
PLAY
GAME
MOBILE
LEGENDS

Rizky
Arisandy

Since 2017

2

Ahmad Huda

Since 2016

3

Emilia
Widiyanti

Since 2018

4

Talulah
Jannah D.

Since 2018

5

Rifki
Firmansyah

Since 2017

Data Reduction about boosting
speaking English skills in Madura
University through mobile legends
online game.

BOOSTING
SPEAKING
SKILL

EFFECTIVNESS
ONLINE GAME
MOBILE
LEGENDS TO BE
MEDIA
LEARNING

Not boosting
Not effective minimal
his speaking
vocabularies
skill cause
vocabularies
just can use at
conditionally
Can boosting his
speaking skill
Nott effective cause just
because he get
game and minimal
some English
vocabularies.
vocabulary in the
game
automatically
speak English
Cannot
Not effective to be
boosting her
learning cause just game
speaking skill
cause just
game
Not enough to
Not effective to media
boosting her
learning to boosting
speaking skill
speaking skill but good to
cause the
know English for by fun
vocabularies
way
repeated.
Can boosting
Effective to be
his speaking
media learning if
skill with
he focus on
vocabularies
conversation that
that he got in
not only Indonesia
game
online Mobile
players legends
but abroad
players too.
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6

7

8

9

Adinda
Salsabila

Nurul Ayni

Malul Hidayat

Ainur Rofiq

Since 2018

Since 2019

Since 2018

Since 2019

DISCUSSION
Technology is rapidly evolving
making it easier for humans to access
or explore the world. Technology that
is very close to humans’ mobile
phones, televisions, and laptops.
Basically all these technologies never
existed. However, as the technological
age began to develop very fast. Very
many discoveries that have been
developed by researchers from abroad
to facilitate humans do everything.
Mobile phone that was once
only used as a means of
communication via voice and text,
now turned into multifunctional. The
man who used to be very difficult to

Can boosting
his speaking
cause in game
online Mobile
legends.hhe
often hear and
know new
terms
Can boosting
her speaking
skill cause
playing game
online mobile
legends can
enrich her
vocabularies
Cannot
booting his
speaking skill
cause
vocabularies
minimal
Can boosting his
speaking skill
cause when he
play can use
English so he can
boosting my
English

Not effective online game
mobile legends cause she
focused in playing skill
and ability.

Effective to be learning
cause she can get new
vocabularies and also
abroad friends

Not effective to be
media learning cause
vocabularies minimal to
boosting speaking skill.
He prefer use dictionary
Effective to be
media learning
cause he can use
English

access the internet now easier because
the development technology. There
have been many technologies pinned
into the mobile phones include,
cameras used to do photos and video
calls, the Internet makes it easier for
people to explore the world and access
information at any time. There is also
technology to strengthen security such
as fingerprint scanner, iris scanner (iris
scanner), and face scanner (face
unlock). Then with all the features or
technology on the mobile phone, now
the mobile phone has changed its
name into a Smartphone.
Smartphone have become a
thing that is always in the hand by
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humans to make it easier to do daily
activities. From the communicate, surf
the internet, and play games on your
Smartphone. Playing games on
Smartphone is not uncommon in times
of right now.
With software like android and
iOS that is very easy in found on
Smartphone makes it easy for its users
to download and play games on their
smart phone devices.
In this study, researchers are
conducting research on people who
play online games on Smartphone
especially those who is popular among
students, namely Mobile Legends
game. Various the impacts have been
caused as a result of the presence of
the game.
Researchers have conducted
research among English student
program at Madura University
students chose nine informants who
are expected to be able to information
expected in this study.
The results of the interview on
the number of informants who have
been interviewed, in the interview,
researchers get information how
mobile legends online games improve
their English speaking skills, as well as
how the effectiveness of Mobile
Legends online games boosting
speaking
skill
themselves.
By
interviews that researchers have
conducted with all nine informants in
research
“UTILIZING
GAME
ONLINE
TO
ENHANCE
UNIVERSITY
STUDENT’S
SPEAKING SKILL ", then it can be
discussed as follows:
Boosting speaking skill through game
online mobile legends
In speaking, there are some
aspects that must be fulfilled by the

learners. It can be used as a
measurement whether our speech is
good or not. Those are: Fluency,
comprehension, grammar, vocabulary
and pronunciation. The description is
as follows according to Brown
(Herliani, 2013):
Fluency
It means ability to speak smoothly
and easily. Fluency is the matter of the
way someone speaks the language
without any trouble like thinking the
word confusing the idea, etc. There
one informants said that his fluency
boosted after using mobile legends
game. The reason because his turn on
voice as communication within the
team because not only from within the
country that facilitates this Mobile
legends online game but around the
world that imposes the use of
international
languages
namely
English and there are eight informant
not boosted their fluency cause just
repeated sentence and just focus on
game. So for boosting fluency in game
online Mobile legends we can activate
feature communication in game.
Comprehension
Comprehension is a student’s
competence to comprehend the entire
speaker says to them. In game online
Mobile legends informants agree to
boosting their comprehension cause by
playing the game Mobile legends users
will unconsciously learn the English
used in the game, thus affecting their
language comprehension skill. By
understanding the meaning of existing
words, their English comprehension
will boost and in game many familiar
keyword in first wall Mobile legends
such as shop, preparation, etc.
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Grammar
Grammar is the way to organize
the words into the correct sentence.
This is important that if the speaker
can master grammar to organize the
word so the speaker also easily to
speak English well. Five informants
said that boosted grammar in English
after using mobile legends game cause
there are many sentences used
grammar like presents, past and future.

Mobile legends game because
just focus on game and repeated
sentence. But my assumption we can
boosting our pronunciation by game
online Mobile legends with listening
voice hero in game Mobile legends
that pronounce by foreign and practice
it.

Vocabulary
Vocabulary is important thing or
basic of language. It appears in every
language skill. It is very important
because we can say nothing without
vocabulary in our mind. And also say
that their English speaking skills
boosted after using mobile legends
game. More informants agree if their
vocabulary boosted because they have
obtained approximately 50 English
vocabulary as well as use English for
communication within the team
because not only from within the
country that facilitates this Mobile
legends online game but around the
world that imposes the use of
international
languages
namely
English, thus forcing them to
understand what they are going to use
and how to strategy as well as use
tools to achieve victory in a fight in
the game.

The effectiveness game online
Mobile legend in speaking skill to
student’s
Madura
University
legends
Factors supporting the effectiveness of
speaking there are 2 supporting:
1. Language factors;
Accuracy of speech
A speaker should get used to speaking
the sounds of language appropriately.
Incorrect pronunciation of language
sounds can distract the listener. Of
course the speech patterns and
articulations used are not the same.
Each has its own style and the style of
language used changes according to
the subject matter, feelings, and goals.
However, if the difference or change
is too stark, so it becomes an
aberration, then the effectiveness of
communication will be impaired,
informants agree accuracy in their
speaking when used online game
online Mobile legends boost when
speaking by activated future
conversation in game.

Pronunciation
Based on the definition,
pronunciation is the important
component of language. So necessary
if the students have a good
pronunciation because if they have a
good pronunciation so their speaking
will
be
understandable.
Some
informants said cannot boosted their
pronunciation in English after using

Placement pressure, tone, joints,
and corresponding duration
The suitability of pressure, tone,
joints, and duration is an attraction in
speaking. Even sometimes it is the
deciding factor. Although the problem
spoken of is less interesting, with the
appropriate placement of pressure,
tone, joints, and Duration, it will cause
the problem to become interesting.
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Conversely, if the delivery is flat, it
can certainly cause effectiveness of
speech is certainly reduced.
The informants that have
interviewed not focus about this factor
only focus in game. so to effective this
game the user have to playing together
and active the future in game.

as showing his authority and personal
integrity, calm and passionate in
speaking. In these factors the
informants not appears their attitude
when used game online Mobile
legends, to have positive attitude user
have to playing together with their
friends.

Word selection
Word choices should be precise,
clear, and varied. Clearly the meaning
is easy to understand by the targeted
listener. Listeners will be more
aroused and will understand better, if
the words used are already familiar
words by the listener. For example,
popular words will certainly be more
effective than good- willed words, and
words that come from foreign
languages. In this Factor informant
only focus on game not used word
selection when use English so not
effective to be media learning, in word
selection we can use similar word that
have obtained in game.
Fixedness
the
target
of
the
conversation
This concerns the use of
sentences. Speakers who use effective
sentences will make it easier for the
listener to capture the conversation.
The composition of this sentence is
very influential on the effectiveness of
delivery. A speaker must be able to
compose
effective
sentences,
sentences that hit the target. There are
three informants use conversation
when their play game online Mobile
legends so that can be effectiveness to
be media learning.

Eyes
A speaker is required to be able to
direct his eyes to all who attend so that
the listeners feel visible in the
conversation. Speakers should avoid
unconducive eye vision, such as
looking up, sideways, or ducking but
in this game online informants just
focus in game online Mobile legends

2. Non-linguistic factors
Attitude speakers
A speaker is required to have a
positive attitude when speaking as well

Openness
A speaker is required to have an open
attitude, honest in expressing his
opinions, thoughts, feelings, or ideas
and willing to accept criticism and
change his opinion if it turns out to be
wrong or not based on strong
arguments. There is openness in this
game factors such as inform the enemy
if missing, noob and good game.
Gestures and nosebleeds appropriate
A speaker is required to optimize the
use of limb movements and facial
expressions to support the delivery of
ideas. The informants gesture just
focus on game online Mobile Legends
and use emoticon in game feature.
Loudness of voice
A speaker is required to be able to
produce a loud sound according to the
place, situation, number of listeners,
and acoustic conditions. Too high
loudness will cause a sense of sultry
and noisy while too low loudness will
cause a sense of softening, lethargic
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and without passion In online game
just loudness of voice hero it’s so
clear.
Smoothness
Speakers are required to be able to
convey their ideas smoothly. Smooth
speaking will make it easier for the
listener to capture the points of the
content of delivered. There is nothing
smoothness factor online game Mobile
legends that have interviewed cause
just play the game.
Mastery of the topic
A speaker is required to master the
topic. The key to mastering the topic is
careful preparation, good material
mastery, and increased courage and
confidence. and Reasoning, a speaker
is required to show good reasoning in
organizing his ideas so that the listener
will easily understand and conclude
what he said. The informants mastery
the topic game online Mobile legends
and comprehension in game.
CONCLUSIONS AND
SUGGESTIONS.
Conclusion
Research entitled boosting
speaking skill through game online in
students’ Madura University has
gained a variety of information from
the nine students who have been
selected and the information for this
study. As for the conclusions obtained
by researchers are as follows;
a. The players of this online game
Mobile legend focused only on
playing Mobile Legends games
and making the game as a means
to fulfill their entertainment when
you don't have activities to do.
Game Mobile Legends can also
boosting speaking English skill
Students at Madura University

namely get new vocabulary,
familiar keyword in game,
implementation
grammar
in
sentences and
b. There are three informants that
game online Mobile legends their
English speaking skills boosted
after using mobile legends game.
Can be effective media learning he
reason is because they have
obtained approximately 50 English
vocabulary, grammar in sentence
game online Mobile legends and
five informants
Online game Mobile legends did
not effective to be media learning their
reason online game Mobile legends
vocabularies too minimal, just game.
Suggestions
Based on the results of the
study, the researchers looked at some
things to note. As for the advice that
can be given by researchers from the
results of research that if it can be
useful, namely.
Advice on Academic Relations
This research is expected to be
one of the sources of information bring
new thinking, broaden insights and
science especially for researchers and
English
students
of
Madurai
University and for the general public.
It is also expected that further research
using different aspects, resulting in the
creation of diversity in research. In
addition, another hope is to improve
the ability of students in boosting
English language skills
Advice Practical
Advice for Madura University
students if they want to use Mobile
legends online game is worth
reviewing in advance whether the
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game will English and also effective
language skills to improve English
language skills.
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